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1 Introduction
We consider the random link, which is dened as the closures of $b_{1}\cdot$aids obtained from
random walks on the braid groups. For random links, the expected value for the number
of components were calculated by Jiming Ma. In this article, we report on the most
expected number of components, and further, consider the most expected partition of
integers coming from such random braids.
As an Appendix, we consider Amida-kuji" (あみだくじ), that is, the traditional
Japanese method of lottery, and apply our techniques to demonstrate the randomness
of the Amida-kuji constructed via random walk.
In [3], from a probabilistic point of view, Jiming Ma introduced random links, which
is dened as the closures of the randomly chosen braids, via random walks on the braid
groups. In particular, he showed in [3, Theorem 1,1] that, for the random link coming
from a random walk of $k$-step on the $n$-string braid group $(n\geq 3)$ , the expected value of
the number of components converges to
$1+ \frac{1}{2}+\frac{1}{3}+\cdots+\frac{1}{n}$
when $k$ diverges to $\infty$ . See the next section $fo1^{\cdot}$ the $P^{lecise}$ denition of the random link.
From this results, it is natural to ask what is the most expected number of components
for such a random link. We rst answer to this question as follows.
Theorem 1. Consider a random link obtained from a random walk on the braid group of
$n$ strands. Then the most expected number of components is equal to
$K_{n}=[ \log(n+1)+\gamma-1+\frac{\zeta(2)-\zeta(3)}{\log(n+1)+\gamma-1.5}+\frac{h}{(\log(n+1)+\gamma-1.5)^{2}}]$
where $[x]$ denotes the integer part of $x,$ $\zeta$ the Riemann zeta function, $\gamma=0.5772\ldots$ the
Euler-Mascheroni constant with $-1.1<h<1.5$ . In $pa\prime/$}$ticular_{/}$ if $n>188$ , the following
hold.
$[ \log n-\frac{1}{2}]<K_{n}<[\log n]$
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This can be obtained from results on Combinatorics and Analytic number theory. Here
we do not include our proof in detail, but give a sketch of the proof as follows.
The key observation to connect the problem of random link to algebra is the correspon-
dence between components of the closure of a braid and cycles in the cycle decomposition
of the permutation corresponding to the braid. In particular, the number of components
are calculated as the number of such cycles. Therefore, in order to prove the theorem, it
suces to consider the Stirling number of the rst kind, and study its maximizing index.
It was already established by Hammersley [2] and Erd\"os [1], and combining their results,
we can prove Theorem 1.
In view of this, we can relate random braids and random partitions of integers. Thus
it is also natural to ask what is the most expected partition of the number of strings for
a random braid. About this question, against our naive intuition, we have the following.
Theorem 2. Consider a random braid obtained from a random walk on the braid group
of $n$ strands. Then the most expected partition of $n$ is $((n-1), 1)$ .
Actually the probability for such a partition of the strings is shown to converge to
$1/(n-1)$ .
This theorem, together with the above observation, can be proved as a direct conse-
quence of the next algebraic lemma.
Lemma 1. In the symmetric group of the order at least 3, the conjugacy class of the
maximal cardinality is the one containing the $(n-1)$ -cycle $(12 . . . n-1)$ , and the
cardinality is $n\cdot(n-2)!.$
We here omit the proof of this lemma; it can be proved by using basic group theory.
2 Link, braid and random walk
We here give a brief review of the setting for studying the random links introduced in [3].
See [3] for details.
We here only consider a probability distribution on the braid group $\mathfrak{B}_{n}$ of $n$-strings
which induces a uniform distribution on the symmetric group $\mathfrak{S}_{n}$ on $n$ letters, via the
natural projection $\mathfrak{B}_{n}arrow \mathfrak{S}_{n}(n\geq 3)$ . By using such a probability distribution, say $\mu,$
one can dene a random walk by setting the transition probability as $\mathbb{P}(x, y)=\mu(xy^{-1})$ .
Here we suppose that our random walk starts at the identity element at time zero.
By considering the natural projection $\mathfrak{B}_{n}arrow \mathfrak{S}_{n}$ , such a random walk on $\mathfrak{B}_{n}$ induces a
random walk on $\mathfrak{S}_{n}$ with respect to a uniform distribution on $\mathfrak{S}_{n}$ . We here means by the
uniform distribution on $\mathfrak{S}_{n}$ the probability distribution dened by $\mathbb{P}(s)=1/n!$ holds for
any $s\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}$ . That is, we are assuming that the probability $\mathbb{P}(s)$ for any $s\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}$ induced
from the random walk is suciently close to $1/n!.$
Then, conceptually, we said a braid is a random braid if it is represented by the the
braid coming from a random walk on $\mathfrak{B}_{n}$ with suciently long steps.
We here remark that our assumption on the probability distribution is not so re-
stricted. Actually, Ma showed the following as [3, Theorem 2.5]. Let $\mu$ be a probability
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measure on $\mathfrak{B}_{n\rangle}$ which induces a random walk $\pi(\omega_{n,k})$ on $\mathfrak{S}_{n}$ . Suppose that the probabil-
ity $\mathbb{P}(\pi(\omega_{n,1})=id)$ is larger than $0$ , and the support of $\mu$ generates $\mathfrak{B}_{n}$ . Then $\mu$ generates
a uniformly distributed random walk on $\mathfrak{S}_{n}$ when $karrow\infty$ . For example, the probability
measure on $\mathfrak{B}_{n}$ dened by
$\mu_{c}(e)=\mu_{c}(\sigma_{i})=\mu_{c}(\sigma_{i}^{-1})=\frac{1}{2n-1}$
for the identity element $e$ and each canonical generator $\sigma_{i}\in \mathfrak{B}_{n}(1\leq i\leq n-1)$ is shown
to satisfy the assumption.
Now we consider a random walk $\omega_{n,k}$ on $\mathfrak{B}_{n}$ , and the probability
$p_{n,k}^{m}=\mathbb{P}$ ( $\hat{\omega_{n,k}}$ has exactly $m$ components).
Then, for the random link, we say that the most expected number of components is $m$
if, for any suciently large $k,$ $p_{n,k}^{m}$ is maximal for $1\leq m\leq n.$
We also include some terminologies concerning to Theorem 2.
An element of the symmetric group $\mathfrak{S}_{n}$ of the oder $n$ is uniquely represented as a
composition of several cycles with distinct letters. The set of the lengths of such cycles
gives a partition of the integer $n$ . That is, if an element of $\mathfrak{S}_{n}$ is represented as a
composition of cycles of lengths $n_{1},$ $n_{2},$ $\cdots,$ $n_{m}$ with $n_{1}>n_{2}>\cdots>n_{m}$ , then we have a
partition $(n_{1}, n_{2}, \cdots, n_{m})$ of $n$ , for $n=n_{1}+n_{2}+\cdots+n_{m}$ holds.
In view of this, given a braid a with $n$-strings with $n>0$ , we dene a partition of the
number of strings for $\sigma$ as a non-increasing sequence of positive integers $(n_{1}, n_{2}, \cdots, n_{m})$
which is obtained in that way for the element $\pi(\sigma)$ of $\mathfrak{S}_{n}$ , where $\pi$ denotes the natural
projection $\mathfrak{B}_{n}arrow \mathfrak{S}_{n}.$
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A Appendix: Randomness of Amida-kuji
Abstract: In this appendix, applying our methods used in the above, we consider the
\Amida-kuji" constructed by the random walk, and show that such Amida-kuji are actu-
ally \random" Furthermore we show that, when we consider the grouping given by such
Amida-kuji, against our naive intuition, the most expected grouping is that including an
element left out from the others.
A.l Introduction
The Amida-kuji is a Japanese traditional method of lottery. In this appendix, we math-
ematically regard it as a kind of geometric object which generates a permutation of a
number of letters.
Precisely, as a geometric object on the plane, an Amida-kuji consists of parallel, evenly
placed, vertical segments, called \poles", and mutually disjoint, horizontal segments with
endpoints on the adjacent poles, called \steps"
In this appendix, we consider the randomness of such an Amida-kuji. Precisely if we
construct Amida-kuji \randomly", then is the lottery obtained by the Amida-kuji actually
random?
There are several ways to construct Amida-kuji randomly, but we here use random
walks on some sets. See [1] for the other method for example. Our construction of
"random" Amida-kuji will be given in the next section. Then we will show that such an
Amida-kuji can yield a suciently random lottery. On the other hand, we can consider a
grouping of some objects via Amida-kuji. For this grouping, against our naive intuition,
we will show that a random Amida-kuji does not given a \random grouping in some
sense. This topic will be treated in the last section.
A.2 Random Amida-kuji via random walk
Here we explain our method to construct Amida-kuji by using random walk. Rough sketch
is given as follows:
Prepare N poles (vertical segments). There are N{1 positions (bays between poles)
where one can put steps. The, from the top to bottom, one can insert steps with equal
probabilities. Since adding steps more and more, the Amida-kuji become monotonically
complicated, it seems not a good method to choose Amida-kuji \randomly Thus we add
the option \insert no step"' That is, a step is either added at any of the N{1 positions
with probability $1/N$ , or not added with probability $1/N.$
In the next subsections, we will formulate this procedure mathematically.
Here we explain how to do lottery by using Amida-kuji (see [3] for example).
1. Draw the number of poles as same as the number of the actors.
2. Set the position at the top ends of the poles where the actors write their names.
Write the results of the lottery at the bottom of the poles.
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3. Concealed the results at the bottom, insert steps \randomly" To get more random-
ness, someone other than the actors can add steps.
4. The actors choose the positions at the top ends of the poles.
5. Follow the pole downward from the upper end. At the intersection points of the pole
and steps, have to turn right or left following the steps. Finally reach the lower end
of some pole to get the results.
Typically there are two kinds of lottery done via Amida-kuji.
(1) Getting a single success. i.e., a mark of success is signed at one of the bottom end of
the $N$ poles.
(2) Making an order of the actors. i.e., the numbers 1 to $N$ are assigned at the bottom
ends of the $N$ poles.
For these uses of Amida-kuji, the following theorem guarantees the randomness of our
Amida-kuji constructed by using random walks.
Theorem 1 (Randomness of Amida-kuji). Consider an Amida-kuji of $N$ poles constructed
by using a random walk of $k$ steps. Then (1) as getting a single success, for each actor,
the probability to get the success converges $1/N$ when $karrow\infty$ . (2) as making an order of
the actors, for each order, the probability to be obtained the order converges $1/N!$ when
$karrow\infty.$
In the sequel, for both cases (1) and (2), we will set a probability space for Amida-kuji,
and give proofs for (1) and (2) in Theorem 1.
A.2.1 Getting a single success via Amida-kuji
Here we consider the case (1) to get a single success.
First we set our probability space in this case,
When $N$ poles are given, There are $N-1$ positions (bays between poles), say 1, 2, . . . , $N-$
$1$ , where one can put steps. We then set the sample space $\Omega=\{0, 1, . . . , N-1\}^{N}$ , and
consider the Bernoulli measure $\mu=(\frac{1}{N}, \ldots, \frac{1}{N})^{N}$ on $\Omega.$
That is, given path $\omega=\omega_{1}\omega_{2}\cdots\in\Omega$ , for each $n\geq 1$ , a step is inserted between $\omega_{n}$
and $\omega_{n}+1$ at level $n$ , while no step is inserted at level $n$ when $\omega_{n}=0$
Furthermore, to include the initial condition, we set $\hat{\Omega}=\{1, . . . , N\}\cross\Omega$ , and consider
the initial distribution $\pi$ on the top ends of the poles $\{$ 1, . . . , $N\}$ , set the probability
measure $\mu_{\pi}=\pi\cross\mu$ on $\hat{\Omega}$ . In this way, we dene $(\hat{\Omega}, \mu_{\pi})$ as the probability space for
Amida-kuji with initial distribution $\pi$
Next we dene random variables $X_{n}(n\geq 1)$ on $(\hat{\Omega}, \mu_{\pi})$ as $X_{n}((\omega_{0}, \omega))=\omega_{n}$ . Then we
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see that
$p_{ij}=P((\omega_{0}, \omega)\in\hat{\Omega}:X_{n}(\omega)=j|X_{n-1}(\omega)=i)=\{\begin{array}{l}j=i+1, i\neq Nj=i-1, i\neq 1\frac{N-2}{o^{N}}\frac{\frac{1}{NN}\frac{1}{N}-1}{N} j=iandj\neq 1_{)}Nj=i=Norj=i=1\end{array}$
otherwise
is independent from $n$ . By setting this $p_{jk}$ as the transition probability, we can get a
Markov chain $\{X_{n}\}$ on $\hat{\Omega}$ with the initial distribution $\pi.$
By regarding this Markov chain as a random walk, for each $X_{n}(\omega)$ , an Amida-kuji is
uniquely determined.
Proof of Theorem 1 (1). Let us consider the transition matrix $P=(p_{jk})$ for the random
walk. Note that this $P$ is an $N\cross N$ symmetric matrix.
On the other hand, it is well-known that, for the matrix $P_{k}=(p_{i,j}^{k})$ with $p_{i,j}^{k}$ $:=P(X_{k}=$
$x_{j}|X_{0}=x_{i})$ , we have $P_{k}=P^{k}(k\geq 1)$ with setting $P:=P_{1}.$
Moreover, this $P$ is an irreducible matrix, for $p_{i,j}^{k}\neq 0$ holds for every $(i, j)$ when $k\geq N.$
Also $P$ is aperiodic, i.e., its period is 1, for $p_{i,i}>0(\forall i)$ . It concludes that $P$ is a primitive
matrix, and so, we can use the following Perron-Frobenius theorem.
The Perron-Frobenius theorem. Let $A$ be an iweducible, aperiodic, non-negative
square matrix. Then there exists a positive real eigenvalue $r$ of $A$ , called the Perron-
Frobenius eigenvalue. Both right and left eigenspaces associated with $r$ are one-dimensional.
All the entries of the eigenvector $v$ for the eigenvalue $r$ are positive. The only eigenvectors
whose entries are all positive are those associated with the eigenvalue $r.$
Now, since $P$ is a stochastic matrix, $t(1,1, \cdots, 1)$ is an eigenvector of $P$ . Also $P$ is a
symmetric matrix, $\pi_{0}=(1/N, \cdots, 1/N)$ is a left eigenvector of $P$ . Then, applying the
theorem above, as $karrow\infty$ , we see that $\pi P_{k}=\pi P^{k}arrow\pi_{0}$ for any initial distribution $\pi.$
That is, for suciently large $k$ , any entry of $\pi P_{k}-\pi_{0}$ can become smaller than any given
positive number $\epsilon>0$ . In particular, if we consider
$\pi_{j}^{i}=\{\begin{array}{l}1 j=i,0 otherwise.\end{array}$
as the initial distribution, $\pi_{j}^{i}P^{k}$ gives a random walk reaching everywhere with equal
probabilities as $karrow\infty$ . Consequently, as getting a single success, for each actor, the
probability to get the success converges $1/N$ when $karrow\infty.$ $\square$
Remark: Since the transition probability matrix is aperiodic and irreducible, this random
walk is mixing as dynamical system. Further since the matrix is symmetric, $P_{k}$ converges
to the stochastic matrix whose all the entries are equal. This implies that, from any initial
distribution, it converges to the distribution of equal probabilities.
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A.2.2 Making an order of the actors via Amida-kuji
In this case, we consider the symmetric group $\mathfrak{S}_{N}$ of the $N$ letters $\{$ 1, 2, $\cdots,$ $N\}$ . Then we
take the sample space $\Omega=\{\mathfrak{S}_{N}\}^{N}$ , and consider the Bernoulli measure $\mu=$ $( \frac{1}{N!}, \ldots, \frac{1}{N!})^{N}.$
Let us set $(\Omega, \mu)$ as the probability space of Amida-kuji in this case.
We consider random variable $X_{n}(\omega)(n\geq 0)$ on $(\Omega, \mu)$ dened by
$X_{n}(\omega)=\omega_{n}$
where we set $X_{0}(\omega)=e\in \mathfrak{S}_{N}$ with the identity element $e$ . Recall that the transposition
$\sigma_{i}=(i, i+1)$ is dened by $\sigma_{i}(i)=i+1,$ $\sigma_{i}(i+1)=i,$ $\sigma_{i}(j)=j(j\neq i, i+1)$ . Then
$p_{\sigma',\sigma}=P(\omega\in\Omega:X_{n}(\omega)=\sigma'|X_{n-1}(\omega)=\sigma)=\{\begin{array}{ll}\frac{1}{N} \sigma'\sigma^{-1}=\sigma_{j}(1\leq j\leq N-1)\frac{1}{N} \sigma'=\sigma 0 otherwise\end{array}$
is independent from $n$ . By setting this $p_{jk}$ as the transition probability, we can get a
Markov chain $\{X_{n}\}$ on $\Omega$ . By regarding this Markov chain as a random walk on $\mathfrak{S}_{N}$ , for
each $X_{n}(\omega)\in \mathfrak{S}_{N}$ , an Amida-kuji is uniquely determined.
Now the proof of Theorem 1 (2) can be obtained in the same way as (1).
A.3 Grouping via Amida-kuji
Next we consider the grouping labeled objects of a set via Amida-kuji. Precisely consider
the following setting,
Let $A$ be an Amida-kuji with $N$ poles, and $\sigma_{A}$ the permutation of $N$ letters induced
from $A$ as in the previous subsection. Then we dene an equivalence relation so that a
pair of elements $X$ and $Y$ are equivalent (belonging a same group) if $\sigma_{A}(X)=Y$ . Then
the set $S$ can be divided into mutually disjoint subsets.
Now it is natural to ask what grouping can occur for random Amida-kuji. By naive
intuition, it seems one can have \random" grouping via random Amida-kuji. However we
actually have the following.
Theorem 2. The most expected grouping of $N$ objects obtained from a random Amida-
kuji is the grouping by just two subsets, one of which consists of $N-1$ objects and the
other only has single elements.
Here, for example, we regard the groupings of 7 objects into $(3, 2, 2)$ , $(2, 3, 2)$ , and
$(2, 2, 3)$ are equivalent. That is, we only consider the partition of the cardinality of the
set.
We remark that it is known that the expected value of the number of the grouping via
random Amida-kuji is already calculated, that is
$1+ \frac{1}{2}+\cdots+\frac{1}{N}.$
This is essentially obtained in [2] in dierent context.
The key to prove the theorem is the following algebraic lemma. We omit the proof
here.
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Lemma 1. In the symmetric group of the order at least 3, the conjugacy class of the
maximal cardinality is the one containing the $(N-1)$ -cycle $(12 . . . N-1)$ , and the
cardinality is $N\cdot(N-2)!.$
Proof of Theorem 2. Amida-kuji coming from the random walk as in the previous subsec-
tion correspond to elements (permutations) of the symmetric group with equal probabil-
ities $1/N!.$
In this case, such an Amida-kuji gives a grouping which corresponds to the cycle
decomposition of the permutation given by the Amida-kuji.
Moreover, since the number of cycles in the cycle decomposition for a permutation
is conjugacy invariant, the number of permutations admitting a cycle decomposition by
cycles of the xed orders is equal to the cardinality of the conjugacy class of the permu-
tation.
Therefore the probability of random Amida-kuji to correspond to a permutation induc-
ing a given grouping converges to the ratio (the number of the elements in $\mathfrak{S}_{N}$ described
by a product of given cycles) $/N$ !, which is equal to
$\frac{thecardinalityoftheconjugacyclassesin\mathfrak{S}_{N}representedbyaproductofgivencycles}{N!}.$
It then follows from the lemma above that the conjugacy class of the maximal cardinal-
ity in the symmetric group of the order at least 3 is the one containing the $(N-1)$-cycle
$(12\ldots N-1)$ . The grouping corresponding to this permutation is the one consisting to
$\{1, 2, \cdot\cdot, N-1\}$ and $\{N\}.$
Also the probability of such a grouping is equal to $\frac{N(N-2)!}{N!}=\frac{1}{N-1}$ . This completes the
proof. $\square$
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[The followoing is a Japanese translation of Appendix A. ]
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きます $\circ$ as $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$の $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{ロ}^{\triangle}/\grave{f}0)5$ , そのロ)$\Re$として $|\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k\yen$える $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$て，4) $b\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Phi$ る $y_{\backslash }$]$\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} h\backslash ^{\backslash /B}t\Rightarrow 5n,$
そこ $tJ)5\dagger\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ノ$?な $\yen$ し $\vee)\mathscr{X}\not\cong kb$ること $fo^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}$できます $(\varphi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$」え tf [5$|$ , $[2|_{\iota\backslash }^{*B\not\in 3)_{0}}$
さて $*$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$\Kで $\mathbb{R}^{y}3?R$うの この di うなあbだくじのフ- $\sqrt{}\grave{}$タ
$\rangle$ム Jlf Vこつ 4)てです $\circ$ $\not\equiv$ あ
$d\star$だくじ $k\lceil_{フ\sqrt[\backslash ]-$ 51$\grave{}$ム Vこ」 $f$ )$\mathfrak{F}$ した $f\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\hat{ロ}$ , そ $n$ C& くじとして ltsg $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こ $\check{}$-フ $\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$ 5t$\grave{}$ムなのでし 3;
う h)?
Eliiず $\yen$えなくて $lf4$ ) $l$}な $4^{t}$の $l\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ 「フ- $\grave{}\sqrt{}\mathcal{P}\tau$ム Vこ $f\alpha$す \S 」 と 4) う $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$の dF$\grave {}\mathbb{R}$です $\circ$ 6ち 6
f$\iota$ノ $4)64^{t}6$な $\not\in$rt{bができるでしようが，ここで $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} f,$ $\Re*\nu$ ( $フ-\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$g$\grave{}$ムウオーク) $k\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{1}JM$す
6こと $V$こしきす $\circ$ neptvこ $\mathfrak{h}$ )え $lf^{\backslash },$ $R$ず $N*$の $m\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\xi ffl_{\underline{P}_{\backslash }}^{\simeq L}$ し， $\Leftrightarrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in\prime\neq^{rightarrow\sigma}$で $\downarrow\dagger$J)5 $|||\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $\iota$こ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k$
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$\{\backslash ]\iota fbD$えて $4^{t}$ く？$\supset\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}$です $\circ$ ただし，どんどん $7\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}*\mathfrak{B}l$こなつてしまつて es $\lceil_{フ\sqrt[\backslash ]-$タ$\grave{}$ムなあ $b$だ
くじ」 と tf $\overline{\square =}-$えなさそうなので， $\#\not\in\Phi 1/N$ で (J$\grave{}$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ナ haえな 4 ), と 4 ) う)mefRrv6 $[\backslash n$ておき
ます $\circ$ つま $\gamma_{2},$ $f\not\in\Phi 1/N$ で $N-1\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{f^{;}}]i$の 4 $)$ず$n;])$のとこ 6 $t$こ $1\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k\dagger J\lceil\rfloor$え 6, $(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Phi\$ひく
$t\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{fJ}\overline{f}i$ ( $m\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ と $m\Phi$の Fdi) ef $N-1\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\dagger^{J}}$)$i$あ $\mathfrak{h}$ Etiす) 6しく $lf,$ $l\not\in\Phi 1/N$ でな Vこ 6しな 4),
と 4) う $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} l'F\ ||\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} t$こ $\uparrow'\overline{T}$つて V $)$ くとして $\triangleright$ ) く $blf$です $\circ$
このとき， $+k^{\backslash }\xi 4$ ) $[HF_{B}6$の ($\acute{}$ $\iota こ ('\yen^{B}sn$たあ $b$だくじ& $\lceil\vee\overline{フ}\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$ ec$\rangle$ム $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こ $\grave{J}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$んだあ $b$だくじ」
と $4^{t}$うこと $t$こし $g$ し $d$: う (6ち 6んフ- $\sqrt{}\grave{}$ $F$ム $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こあ $b$だくじ $k$ lg/$\Re$する $\hslash\grave{|}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} lこつ\mathfrak{U}^{t}$て es, $\{\{\mathfrak{g}$
$l$こ 6 $U^{t}64)6$な f5llafJ$\backslash \grave{}$あ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}'3(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ae す\circ fijJ え CS, [1| など)$ $\circ$ $\mathfrak{F}^{-}arrow$ しく $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} f^{\backslash }\lambda\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} kb$てくださ $4^{t_{\circ}}$
この，k う $l$こしてフ-J$\grave{}$ $F$ムウオー ク $k\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{1}$J してあ $b$だくじ $kfX$するとき， $\not\equiv lX$ , そ $n$
$lf$ くしとして $+_{7J}^{ノ\backslash }V$こフ- $\sqrt{}\grave{}$p$\grave{}$ムであ 5こと $l_{3^{\backslash _{\vec{\overline{p}}}^{\backslash =}}}iEBfl$てきます o ,$\lambda$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$で， $フ-\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$ 51)ムウオー $\mathcal{P}k\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{1}$」
 したあ $b$だくじの $\xi$EJilel
$\grave{}$aの-| $\#\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ と，そのフ- $\sqrt{}\grave{}$ $\mathcal{P}$'ム'$|*$の-$\pi$| $\Re$k\Sえます $\circ$
$-\hslash$で， $-\overline{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$ g`ムなあ $d\star$だくじ $k(\Phi$つた $\mathcal{P}^{\backslash },\triangleright-$ フ oノ 7J$\backslash$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$} rg $\not\equiv$えることができ 6のです;o$\grave{}\grave{}$ ,
この $f\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{ロ t}^{\infty}$こ Cf, $フ-\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$ Sl
$\grave{}$ム tl$\not\subset$ と $lx_{\overline{\llcorner}_{u\backslash }^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{X}J\iota_{\check{c}}\S}}$, な $\delta\Re\grave{\mathfrak{l}}R;\backslash ^{\backslash /}$ こと $k,$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{(k\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} こ_{}\overline{T}}'$ し Ekす $\circ$
B.2 $フ-\backslash /e$ムなあ $b\Gamma$ くじ $～フ-\backslash /\theta\Delta$ウオ $-$ク $\epsilon\not\in$つて $\sim$
ここで $lg,$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT})b\gamma\Phi$るフ- $\sqrt{}\grave{}$ $F$ムウオ{ ク $(\mathbb{P}_{\dagger}*p)k\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{1}Jffi$ して，あ $i\star$だくし $k$ 「フ- $\grave{}\sqrt{}$g$\grave{}$ム Vこ」
i$\Re$す 6 $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$な $\not\equiv$え Ekiす $\circ\iota\grave{}$A$T$で $tf,$ $3;\mathfrak{d}$ jEE$\not\in$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ここのこと $ae\Re\not\cong\Re\iota こ\not\in\iota X(b$し，その $X$ う Vこ
フ- $\grave{}\sqrt{}$8
$\grave{}$ムウオークか 5 $(/\Rightarrow B5n$たあ $b$だくじ $f_{3}$ $f\not\in f_{0^{t}}V$こフ- $\sqrt{}\grave{}$ $\mathcal{P}\grave{}$ム'l$*$ igf$\yen\grave{}$つこと $k\overline{T\backslash }$ し ilkす $\circ$
さて{gvこ $\uparrow'\overline{T}\lambda\supset n$て $\mathfrak{h}\backslash \xi$ ような，あ $b$だくじ& $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$lJ した，くじ $k$ひく $\hslash\backslash \dagger\exists ilf,$ $1^{\backslash }AT$の
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 2V$こな $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 2$ きす $(I7^{1}J$え $lf'[6]_{\vee',\backslash }^{*_{/}ffl_{\backslash })_{0}}$
1. $\iota$にくじ $\iota$に $\neq_{\vee^{\prime^{*}}}f$] $D$す $\S)_{\backslash }\Re_{JJ}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash }$だ lJWtW $\epsilon\mp$'(/Teに $5|$ く $\circ$
2. $-\hslash$の#Rlffi $(_{-}\llcorner ffl|j$) $l$こ lXR8などな $arrow$E $\lambda$す 5ための$k $\not\leqq\iota$}ておき，6う $-7i(T$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} J)$ Vこ tf くじの $\#_{D}^{\pm}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k$あ 5 $h\backslash$ じめ $\geqq$e $[$ )ておく $\circ$
3. $\dagger$お $\mp\mu\iota$こ lsssvfな $\geqq$e く $\circ$ この くじの $T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{1}^{\perp}|\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} Sfflk?H$るなどして $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$えな $4^{t}X$ う #こする $\circ$
$4$ . $\neq\check{}$//$\approx$7f $\lceil\rfloor$き $h^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}\downarrow*R\#\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k_{\grave{2}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ぶ{lkiJi; $lgr$ (くじなどで) }$\grave{}*\not\in$す $8_{0}$
5. $||E\Gamma\iota こ_{}(j\'{E}\vee)'$ ， $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 7\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ しな $b^{t}X$ う $\iota$こ $\{iE^{R}F$の#\S $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$& $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\grave{}$んで $\gamma\Phi$ く $\circ$
6. $g_{Eh^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}\downarrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k_{\grave{I}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}^{K}$びし $\xi)$ しなど $klJ\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ } $\mathbb{R}_{\backslash }?\supset$ つた ($\acute{}$k, くじの $T\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k_{\Delta}^{\prime\backslash }7*5$す $\xi_{0}$
$7.$ $\Leftrightarrow\triangleleft$ , $\Xi$ fu
$\backslash$の $\#fl_{r}$&Tへ $\grave{:}4$つて $|\Phi$き，たど $\gamma_{3\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\vee)}$た $i\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\overline{\rho}fiこ_{}\Leftrightarrow \mathfrak{h}\backslash$てあ 6ことがme$f_{t}$だくじ
の#$\grave{}\pm$[JMとなる $\circ$
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この di $\check{つ}$ な $\hslash\grave{Y}g*fflb)$て $(/ibn6くじとして，\emptyset|J え \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} X, n\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathscr{X})\backslash$のくじの $\neq\check{}$/$\approx$7J $\square$き Vこ $y_{\backslash }$] し，
(1) ひとつのあた $\ell 0$ k\S $|$ く (つ $R^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}2$ , くじの $\#_{\square }^{\pm}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ として， $N*$のうち $1*$の $b$のWt$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$の $T$
$l|\perp\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} に g$た $\mathfrak{h}$ のし 6し $kt))$ く $)$
(2) $bl1$きの $]||F\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{j}Z$きめ 6 (つま $\gamma:$) , くじの $\#_{[]}^{\pm}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$として， $m\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$の $T^{\perp}J|\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} t$こ 1 $g\sim N\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} g$ ての
$g_{\tau}^{\mathbb{E}\not\supset},*fJ)$ く $)$
と $\mathfrak{h}t$ つ$\check{}$ , あ $b$だくじの (dibn$\hslash$があ $\mathfrak{h}$ \Sす $\circ$
こ $n5$ の (SE' $\backslash$lr $l$こ $y_{\backslash }]$ して $l3i$ , ip $\grave{}\sqrt{}$ i?
$\grave{}$ムV オー ク $\not\in:ffl4^{t}$て $f\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ さ $n$た $r_{フ\sqrt[\backslash ]{}p^{-}$ムなあ $b$
だくじ」 $l\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ lkl $j_{J)}l$こフ- $\sqrt{}\grave{}$ $p$ムであ 6こと $h$ ,$\grave{}$p(の $\not\in\iota$eg $l$こ dr つて (x $\beta$Rさ $n$ます $\circ$
$g^{\sim}IE1$ (フ- $\grave{}\sqrt{}$ pt$\grave{}$ムなあ $\partial\star$だくじ). $フ-\sqrt[\backslash ]{}F$ムウオ $-$ ク kv)て $f\Re$さ $n$た 「 $\vee\overline{フ}\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$g$\grave{}$ムなあ $b$
だくじ」 Vこ $y_{\backslash }J$して， $フ-\backslash \fbox{Error::0x0000}$ t12$\grave{}$ムウオ $-$クのス $\overline{\mathcal{T}}^{\backslash }ノ 7\mathscr{X}kk$ とする $\circ$ このフ- $\sqrt{}\grave{}$ $F$ムなあ $\not\in*$だく
じ &;ffl t)て
(1) ひとつのあた $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 0$ k\S $|$ く $t_{\varpi ロ}^{B\infty},$ $g*$h$\square$j2ft]$\backslash \grave{}$あた $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 0jg$ひく $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\#^{*}lJ,$ $kh^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}+\not\in\supset^{\backslash }\star$き lfnlf $tg$
$l\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }\yen\Phi**$である
$\circ$
(2) $*$/$\check{}$D$\square$きの{lljll lllSgきめ $@t_{\varpi\hat{ロ}}^{B}$ , そ $n$ぞ$n$の{lISI gSa$\grave{}$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} f$が $\uparrow_{\yen}^{B}\prime 5na\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in*^{*}tX,$ $k$ が $+$9$*$き $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$}
$nlf',$ $t3lg^{\backslash }\Leftrightarrow \mathfrak{k}\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$' である $\circ$
$1^{\backslash }A\beta\not\in$で $l\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ , (1) と (2) のそ $n$ぞ$n$の $\ddagger\varpi$B $\infty$ロ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こお 4 $)$て， $\Xi$ $\Re$な $u\not\in\Phi\not\leqq 7_{B}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\epsilon---;\iota$ し，そこ $;_{0^{t}}$
$5^{\prime B}$($\yen 5n5^{\vee}\overline{フ}\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$ cS2
$\grave{}$ムウオーク $t$こ $y_{\backslash }J$ $\Gamma$し$\grave{}\grave{}$す@あ $b$だくじが， $\not\in t\Sigma$のEIICIEk7$\grave{}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$たすこと $k_{\overline{J\backslash }}^{-}$ して
$\mathfrak{h}t$きます $\circ$
B.2.1 $フ-\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$ g'$\Delta$なあ $b$だくじ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こ Sk5くじびき
ここで ef 「 (1) ひとつのあた $\gamma_{2kF1}$ く」 $t_{\varpi\hat{ロ}}^{B}$ lにつ V )て $g$えます $\circ$
まず， $N*$の $m\Phi\hslash^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}\doteqdot$え 5 $n$たとき， $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Phi$の FB7の $7F\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} kF|$ く 「 $t_{\varpi\overline{P}}^{Ei}fi$」 $k1$ , 2, . . . , $N-1$
とし $g$す $\circ$ そこで， $\dagger_{T\backslash }^{\Phi}X_{=Ii}^{\sigma t}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{B^{\xi}}3\Omega=\{0, 1, . . . , N-1\}^{N}k\not\equiv$え，その-bに Bernoulli $^{\backslash }|Jg$
$\mu=$ $( \frac{1}{N}, \ldots, \frac{1}{N})^{N}$ な jgえます $\circ$ こ $n\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} x,$ $\omega=\omega_{1}\omega_{2}\cdots\in\Omega$ とす 6とき， $6n(n\geq 1)$ $\iota$につ
$\mathfrak{h}t$て，n $\not\in$Rlに $\omega_{n}$ と $\omega_{n}+1k\#_{D}^{\pm}$ぶ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{1}\# 5*\lambda n$ること $k\not\equiv_{\backslash }\Re$ して 4 ) $g$す $\circ$ ただし， $\omega_{n}=0$ な
5 lf
$\grave{}$
nEx[$\iota\iota$に $l\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 7E'*5k\lambda n$な $t^{t}$ こと $g_{d-}^{\Rightarrow\Re}p_{\backslash }$ して t) $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$す $\circ$
さ 5 lに， $m\Phi(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k\lambda n$るため Vに $\hat{\Omega}=\{1, \ldots, N\}\cross\Omega$ とし，スター ト ]5$\grave{}$ の $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$の $lz|$ee
$\{$ 1, . . . , $N\}$ の $\downarrow$の $77J\Phi\Phi\Phi$$\hslash\pi k^{i}\S$え， $\hat{\Omega}$ の $\downarrow$ tに $[\not\in\Phi ffi|JE\mu_{\pi}=\pi\cross\mu$ と ftlめ Ekす $\circ$
この $(\hat{\Omega}, \mu_{\pi})077J;\Re\{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\pi$ のあ $b$だくじの $\ddagger\not\in*:=F^{J}5$ とな $\mathfrak{h}$ \Sす $\circ$
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$\acute{}\grave{}$pi$(tに (\hat{\Omega}, \mu_{\pi})$ の $-\llcorner$の $\ddagger\not\in\Phi$z$\pi\grave {}\mathscr{X}$ $X_{n}(n\geq 1)$ な，
$X_{n}((\omega_{0}, \omega))=\omega_{n}$
と $\not\in$め $g$す
$\circ$ すな ち， $n-1\not\in R\Xi$で iVに $\mathfrak{h}\backslash$て， $n\mathfrak{k}R\Xi$ に $i$ と $i+1k\#_{0}^{\pm}$ぶ $1\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\hslash^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}\lambda$つて $\mathfrak{U}^{t}$







Cf n $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こ $n\tau\vec{\neq}$ しな v $)$ので，この $p_{jk}k?\not\in \mathscr{C}l\ \mathfrak{F}^{\zeta}$とし， $7l{\} i*g.g_{\backslash }\pi$ な $\yen$え 6と $\hat{\Omega}$ の $\downarrow$のマ $)$ $\triangleright$コ
フ $\grave{)}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\#g\{X_{n}\}t'\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 5n$ます $\circ$
このマ 1/コフ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }\#gk^{-}フ\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$ pt$\grave{}$ムウオークと $b$なすと， $X_{n}(\omega)\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} こ y_{\backslash }i$して，あ $b$だくじ $fo$
つ $\backslash *\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ ること Vこな 6ことか 5, そのあ $b$だくじ $k,$ $フ-\backslash \nearrow?\Delta$ウオ $-$ク $b^{\backslash }\tilde{5}'t_{\nabla}^{s}\tilde{5}ns$あ $\partial$t $f$
くじと $4^{t}$ うこと $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こし $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ す $\circ$
さて，こ $n$で $\not\in$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$の $\equiv$-iEBの recrrb$\backslash \grave{}$できました $\circ$
$\not\in f\Phi 1(1)$ の $\equiv$iE. まずフ-/$\grave{}$ 8
$\grave{}$ムウ $A^{--}$クの $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }\mathscr{C}'t\overline{T}F|JP=(p_{jk})kg$えます $\circ$ この $Pl\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$N\cross N_{s}^{\#}\pm^{I\rfloor}$の $y_{\backslash }J$$\grave{}\uparrow$/T-F$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$J $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こなつて $\mathfrak{h}$ ) EEす $\circ$
$-\hslash,$ $4)\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\yen$えて $4^{t}$ \S マ $|/$コフ $\grave{)}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} g$の{$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ ,5$)($の $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }@f\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{(\overline{\tau}F^{1Jlf}}',$ $p_{i,j}^{k}:=P(X_{k}=x_{j}|X_{0}=$
$x_{i})$ な $\Re iJ^{\backslash }$とする $('\overline{\tau}7^{1}$」 $P_{k}=(p_{i,j}^{k})$ として 5え $5n$ます $\circ$ このとき， $P:=P_{1}$ とす $nlX,$
$P_{k}=P^{k}(k\geq 1)l_{J^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}}\Re \mathfrak{d}$ [tlち g{す $\circ$
さ 15 Vこ， $k\geq N$ のとき， $P_{i,j}^{k}\neq 0$ が$(fBの (i,j)V$こつ $\iota\backslash$て $\Re 3\underline{|}Lつ\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} l_{0^{t}}5,$ $P\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} fffl\wp_{\backslash }\backslash ]'(\overline{]^{\wedge}}$
$F^{1J}$であ 6こと $fo^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}bf_{j}\backslash \mathfrak{h}$ ます $\circ$ また $p_{i,i}>0(\forall i)$ di $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} o,$ $P$ の $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $fo $\backslash \grave{}$ 1, つ $g\mathfrak{y},$ $Plf3f\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}{\}$
$\mathfrak{X}J$である と $6?つ$か $\mathfrak{h}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$す
$\circ$
$\langle'\chi$つて， $Pl\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 4tb\gamma\Phi$ る $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\backslash }\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\#I$とな $\mathfrak{y},$ $1^{\backslash }AT$のへ$\circ$ ロ $\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$-フロへ$\grave{}$
${$ウスの $\not\in\ddagger$migl$\grave{}$Eす 6 $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} h^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}$できます．
$\not\in\Phi 2$ (へ$\circ$ ロ $\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$-フロべ $=$ウスの $\not\in$ 11P). $\uparrow'\overline{T}F^{1}J$ $A$ $\epsilon\exists\xi$g$\pi$fo)つ $\ni\not\in$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $\Phi\not\in \mathfrak{h}$な iEB$\langle$/J-F$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$」とす
る $\circ$ このとき， $Al\mathfrak{x}へ^{}\circ$ロ $\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$ $=$フロべ|ウス $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} g\{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ と $[\Psi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} x^{\backslash }\backslash n$る $\Phi g(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} r>0\ \Leftrightarrow$ち， $r\#$こ $t\backslash \int$
$\Gamma$する お $k$び $E$の $\Leftrightarrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} g\not\leqq 7_{B^{\in}}Jlf${$\acute{}\grave{}$X$\pi$-Vになる $\circ$ さ 5 $\iota$に， $\Phi g(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} r$ $\iota$に $\mathfrak{A}\backslash$ $\Gamma\grave{}$-$\grave{}$する $E\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} g$へ$\grave{}$
クト) $\triangleright$ v のJSe9esすべて $iE$であ $\mathfrak{h}$ , すべての $\Re$9が $iE$である $3i$ うな $\Phi^{j}g\grave{へ}\mathcal{P}$ ト) $\triangleright$ tf,
$g\{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} r$ $\iota$こ $y_{\backslash }]rし\grave{})$する $b$のの $b$である $\circ$
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[$\not\in\Phi$ (/T-p$|\rfloor$の'$\mathbb{E}$es)5, $t(1,1, \cdots, 1)$ $lXP$ の $\Phi g$べクト，//Vにな $\mathfrak{h}$ ます o すな $b$ち， $r=1$
$;0\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\lambda\Phi g\{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$であ $p_{3},$ $y_{\backslash }\iota r_{\backslash (\overline{T}F^{1J}}'$であ 6こと $h^{t}$ C5 $\pi_{0}=(1/N, \cdots, 1/N)\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} XE\Phi g\backslash ^{\backslash }$クト，$\triangleright$ tに
な $\}$b $g$す $\circ$ $karrow\infty$ のとき， $(f^{B_{1_{\backslash }}}\underline{\in}の 77J\xi\Re_{73}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash }\hslash\pi$ lにつ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT})$て $f\overline{a}$ $\mathscr{X}\Re$ Vに $\pi P_{k}=\pi P^{k}arrow\pi_{0}$ であ $\mathfrak{h},$
$+\star^{\backslash }*$きな $k$ Vにつ $\iota$ )て $l\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT},$ $\pi P_{k}-\pi 0$ の $\Leftrightarrow ak^{\backslash }$ $\iota$につU)て，その $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$StJ($\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ i]$\backslash \grave{}$ $lfj_{J\cdot\backslash }^{\simeq L}\epsilon\ni\iota_{\overline{c}}\doteqdot$:え 5 $n$た
$iE\mathscr{X}\epsilon>03:!,$ $6/J\backslash$さくなる $X$ う Vこできます $\circ$ $('i\mathbb{E}$つて，とく $\iota$こ eVfCa $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\backslash 7J\hslash$ として
$\pi_{j}^{i}=\{\begin{array}{l}1 j=i,0 otherwise.\end{array}$
$k\#$えて 6, $\pi_{j}^{i}P^{k}$ $karrow\infty$のとき，C&, $1/N$ VCに$|\alpha\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ し，つき $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 3$ , どこへbg$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in\Phi$で $\iota$Ii:lJJ$\grave{}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$す
6 $フ-\sqrt[\backslash ]{}F$ムウオークとな $p_{3}$ ます $\circ$ $('i\not\in$つて，g$\neq$,//$\gtrless$ l「」き fo $\grave{}\grave{}$あた $\gamma_{2k}$ひく $\mathfrak{i}\not\in\Phi l3:\Leftrightarrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\not\in \mathfrak{B}\prime l$こ $\#R\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ し
$g$す $\circ$ $\square$
$\grave{\prime}\backslash fg$ : $\#$ $\exists B\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Phi\# iJt]^{t}つ\Phi\Psi_{\backslash }\backslash ]$なpept$(/J-\partial l\rfloor$か $51'F5n\epsilon_{)}7]^{S\not\equiv\triangleleft_{\backslash }^{-}}ダ{}\wedge}$が $\grave{Y}E_{ロ}^{A}\#^{t}d$であ $\xi)\vec{c}$ とが， $T\backslash$
$\acute{\grave{z}}^{T}\supset l\not\in\Phi$に $f_{\overline{B}}$ $\mathscr{X}\Re$ tに $iiR\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$す @ ことの $\equivarrow$iE#flVになつて $b^{t}\not\leq$す $\circ$
B.3 $フ-\backslash /9^{\backslash }\Delta f_{d^{-}}\backslash$あ $\partial rT$ くじ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\overline{\llcorner}}A5||E$き $\grave{}$/$\grave{}*\alpha$
この $\ddagger$sH $ロ\triangle r,$ $NX'\neq$の $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $\hat{}$ロ $\{$ 1, 2, $\cdots,$ $N\}+$の $N^{\backslash },\mathscr{J}\langle y_{\backslash }Jff\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{S}_{N}kH$え， $\uparrow_{7}\frac{\varpi i}{\Gamma\backslash }*\supset g7_{B}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ \Omega=$
$\{\mathfrak{S}_{N}\}^{N}$ とします $\circ$ そのkeに Bernoulli $\grave{\mathfrak{j}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{1}$」$P> \mu=(\frac{1}{N!}\rangle\ldots)\frac{1}{N!})^{N}$ k$\yen$えます $\circ$ この $(\Omega, \mu)$ なあ
$b$だくじの $\iota\not\in\sigma_{\supset z}$ と $\not\equiv$え 6こと Vにします $\circ$
$(\Omega, \mu)$ の」iの $\hslash\not\in*\grave{*}\mathscr{X}X_{n}(\omega)(n\geq 0)k,$
$X_{n}(\omega)=\omega_{n}$
で $\not\in$めます $\circ$ ただし， $X_{0}(\omega)=e\in \mathfrak{S}_{N}(\prime|\overline{\underline{H}}\Leftrightarrow\overline{\pi})$ とし $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$す $\circ$ このとき， $E\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\sigma_{i}=(i, i+1)$
$*\sigma_{i}(i)=i+1,$ $\sigma_{i}(i+1)=i,$ $\sigma_{i}(j)=j(j\neq i, i+1)$ とし，
$p_{\sigma,\sigma}=P(\omega\in\Omega:X_{n}(\omega)=\sigma'|X_{n-1}(\omega)=\sigma)=\{\begin{array}{ll}\frac{1}{N} \sigma'\sigma^{-1}=\sigma_{j}(1\leq j\leq N-1)\frac{1}{N} \sigma'=\sigma 0 otherwise\end{array}$
とす 5と， $p_{\sigma',\sigma}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} nt_{\overline{c}}\{R\Gamma$ しな t $)$ので， $\Omega\downarrow$の ` $\tau$ , $\triangleright$コフ $\grave{J}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\S g\{X_{n}(\omega)\}$ が-g $6n$ , こ $n\epsilon$
t$\iota\grave{}$$\grave{}\Phi\downarrow$のフ- $\sqrt{}\grave{}$ $p$ムウオ $-$クと $b$なし ae す o このとき， $X_{n}(\omega)\in \mathfrak{S}_{N}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こ $y_{\backslash }\dagger$して，あ $b$だく
じ $h-つ/*\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 5$ こと $t$こな $\gamma_{2}$ きす $\circ$ このあ $b$だくじ $k,$ $?B\backslash$ $\pi\iota$お $\perp$のフ- $\grave{}$ノ $8^{\backslash }\Delta$ウオ $-$ク $\dagger 3^{\backslash }\overline{b}\acute{t}_{5}^{B}$
$\tilde{5}$nsあ $b\Gamma$ くじと $\triangleright$ ) うこと $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こし $g$す．
$\not\in 1\Phi 1(2)$ の $\equiv$iEBA. まず (/T-FIJ $P=(p_{\sigma',\sigma})k\neq$え Ekす $\circ$ この $P$ ef $N!\cross N!_{\lrcorner}^{f_{i}^{1\rfloor}}$の $y_{\backslash }J\pi_{\backslash \uparrow'\overline{T}}F^{1\rfloor\#こ}$
なつて V ) $R$す $\circ$
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$-\hslash,$ $\mathfrak{h}\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\yen$えて $\mathfrak{U})$るマ $1\triangleright$コフ iESIIIのma,$R$の $\emptyset t\not\in\Phi/\uparrow\overline{T}F\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} Jlf,$ $p_{\sigma,e}^{k}$ $:=P(\omega\in\Omega:X_{k}(\omega)=$
$\sigma|X_{0}(\omega)=e)k)\Re 9$とす $\delta'(\overline{J}F^{1}$」 $P_{k}=(p_{\sigma,e}^{k})$ として $\xi$え 15 $n$ます $\circ$ このとき， $P:=P_{1}$
とす $ntf^{\backslash },$ $P_{k}=P^{k}(k\geq 1)h^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}\pi oti$ち $g$す
$\circ$
さ 5 $t$こ， $k\geq N!$ のとき， $p_{\sigma,e}^{k}\neq 0fj\backslash ^{\backslash }\{f^{R},の\sigma l$こつ $4^{t}$て $J_{i}Se2$ \{$\perp$つ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$か 5, $Pl\#\overline{T}$
である $\check{c}$ と $h^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}\partial\supset f_{j\backslash \gamma}3$ ます $\circ$ また $p_{\sigma,\sigma}>0(\forall\sigma\in \mathfrak{S}_{N})$ よ $\ell 2$ , $P$ のJEa$が 1, つ $g_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}2,$ $Plf$
tfMmaErであ \S こと 6 $bf_{j^{t\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}}2$ きす $\circ$ $\langle'j\'{E}$つて， $P$ tf $4^{t}b\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Phi$ る $fF_{\backslash }\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{X}j$ とな $\mathfrak{h},$ $E$びへ$\circ$ ロ $\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$-フ
ロへ$\grave{}$ ${$ウスの $\not\in$fg ig l$\grave{}$Eする $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} h^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}$でき $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ す o
$f\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}/\uparrow\overline{T}F^{1}\rfloor$の $]\mathbb{E}$eefo)5, $t(1, 1, , 1)$ $lfP$ の $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} g$へ$\grave{}$クト，$\triangleright$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こな $\mathfrak{h}$ ます $\circ$ すな $b$ち， $r=1$
$h^{\backslash }\varpi^{\in\exists}\lambda\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} g(E$であ $\mathfrak{l}),$ $y_{\backslash }J\pi_{(\overline{\tau}F^{1J}}'$であること $h^{\backslash }5\pi_{0}=(1/N!, \cdots, 1/N!)lfE\Phi g$へ$\grave{}\grave{}$クト，$\triangleright$ tこ
な $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 3$ ます $\circ$ k $arrow\infty$ のとき， $77J{\}\Re H_{-}\xi\pi=(1,0, \cdots, 0)l$こつVて $P_{B}\mathscr{X}\mathfrak{X}Jl$こ $\pi P_{k}=\pi P^{k}arrow\pi_{0}$
であ $Y3,$ $+_{\nearrow J}^{ノ\backslash }*$きな $kV$こつ $\mathfrak{U}^{t}$て $lf,$ $\pi P_{k}-\pi 0$ の$8\Re 9l$こつ $\mathfrak{h}t$て，その#sn$\backslash$ {fiが{fPsVこ 5
え 6 $n$た $jE\mathscr{X}\epsilon>0d:06/J\rangle$さくな $5_{c}k$ う $\iota$こでき $\mathfrak{F}$ す
$\circ$
$\uparrow'i\mathfrak{k}$つて， $karrow\infty$ のとき， $*\check{}\acute{}$/h$\lceil$]き
の/lgigきめ $\S i\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{ロ}^{\infty}b$ , そ $n$ぞ$n$の $||E\mathfrak{B}(1\backslash$ t}が ($\acute{}\yen$B 6 $n$ a $\iota\not\in\Phi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} f\yen t\not\in\Phi V$こ $\#R\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$しきす $\circ$ $\square$
B.4 あ $\partial gf$ くじ $\downarrow\overline{\llcorner}A\S \mathcal{P}^{\backslash }/\triangleright-7\Leftrightarrow\}$ナ
さて，Reこ，あ $b$だくじ $kl\Phi$つた $N\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$のフ-へ$\grave{}\grave{}$ ) $\triangleright$ f$\iota\grave{}$きの $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{ロ}^{\infty}S$ の $e^{\backslash }/\triangleright-\not\supset\epsilon\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\iota\ g$えて $d\lambda$
ます
$\circ$
$\approx B(*\Re \mathfrak{l}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} こ lf,$ $\prime\backslash \lambda$の di うな $arrow\alpha${$arrow$[$\iota\not\in$な $g$えます $\circ$
$N*のm\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\epsilon$ f$\doteqdot$つあ $b$だくじな $A$ とし， $A$ $f_{j)}8_{D}^{-}=arrow \mathfrak{F}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$さ $n$る $N$ x$\mp$の $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{B}k\sigma_{A}$ としま
す $\circ$ このとき， $\sigma_{A}(X)=Y$ な 5 $lf$ $フ-$へ$\grave{}$ ) $\triangleright$ Xh$\grave{}\grave{}$つ 4)た $S$ の $\pi$- とフ-へ$\grave{}\grave{}$ ) $\triangleright$ Yh$\grave{}\grave{}$つ $\triangleright\backslash$た $S$ の
$\overline{\pi}$ Cf $\prod\overline{\mathfrak{o}}$ じ $\mathcal{P}'\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}/-フ^{}\circt$こ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$す 6として， $Sk$E4 t $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こ $R_{\grave{J}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\lceil J}^{ft}\beta k^{\backslash }a$な $b^{t_{D}}\mathfrak{R}9\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\grave{ロ}}^{A}$の $\pi$」として $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$す，
つま $\ell 2$ ク hV{7fU$\backslash$(tJする，こと $\wedge\backslash ^{\backslash }$でき $g$す $\circ$
さて $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 7$トな $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 7_{D}7$ として，あ $b$だくじ $A$ か 5 $t'\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 5n$る $\mathcal{P}'\downarrow_{J}-フ^{}\circk^{\backslash }VJ\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\lambda$ どの $X$ うな $b$ので
し
$\sigma$k う $\hslash^{t7}$ $\mathbb{H}l$こ， $A$ $k^{-}フ\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$ 52
$\grave{}$ム $(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}('Fkl$こ $)$ $g^{\backslash }\prime_{1}$だとき，どの $k$ うな $\mathcal{P}^{\backslash }\triangleright-7_{7J}^{\prime\backslash }lf$が
$t'\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 5n$るでし 3:う 7
この $X_{\check{J}}\vee t$こして， $-\overline{フ}^{\backslash }\sqrt{}$p$|$ム $\iota$こ $g^{\backslash }$んだあ $i\star$だくじ $t$こつ $4^{t}$て，そ $n;_{0)}s_{t\Rightarrow 5n}^{\prime B}$る $\mathcal{P},\triangleright-7$
$9l\}k\yen$えて $\partial\lambda$ます $\circ$ $-kl$こ $Nl$の $b$のの $\mathcal{P},\downarrow/-7\delta t\}$なするとき， $\overline{\llcorner}_{d\cdot\backslash }^{\otimes m\#こ l\lambda+9},$
$7\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Re t$こ $bl\}\mathfrak{s}n$そうな $=nh^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}$ します $fJ$ $\not\equiv\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} f,$ $L^{\backslash }A^{-}F$の $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} t_{J^{f_{\vec{p}}^{arrow}}}=$iEBでき $g$す $\circ$
$\not\in E3.$ $フ-\sqrt[\backslash ]{}F$ム $t$こ J$\grave{}\yen$んだあ $b$だくじ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} こ k$ る $N$ $($の $b$のの $\mathcal{P}^{\backslash })\triangleright-\mathscr{J}_{E}^{ノ\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}}$で，6つと 6 me
$\Phi$の $Kt^{t}6$のCf, $N-1lE1h^{\backslash }6$な 6 $\mathcal{P}^{\backslash }-\triangleright$ フ p と $1\mathbb{H}$の 6のか 6なる $\mathcal{P}//-\vee \mathscr{J}$の 2つ Vこ $b\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}$
66のであ $\delta_{0}$
なおその $t\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ ef $1/(N-1)$ となること 6 $bf_{0)}$ !) ます $\circ$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ た $g_{lf},$ $N$ maすへて k一つの
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$\mathcal{P}\triangleright-7$とす 6 $\ddagger_{\Phi ロ}^{B\Lambda}\grave{h}^{\backslash ^{\backslash }},$ $\prime\grave{j}\pi\iota$こ $f\not\in*R$が $E$ く，その $\mathbb{R}\Phi tf1/N$ となつて $\vee t$ます．ただし， $\mathcal{P}$
$\triangleright-$フ$\circ$ノ E$\backslash$ lf $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こお $4^{\backslash }$て， $W|J$え $\#f^{\backslash }$ , 7 $($の $\not\in)$ の $k?\supset t\}$るとき， $(3,2,2)$ と $(2,3,2)$ と $(2,2,3)lf$
$\Pi\overline{[]}$ じ $\mathcal{P}\triangleright-$フ$\circ$ノ 7J$\backslash$ eJ と $b$なす $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ eこし $\xi$す $\circ$
さ $5\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こ $('\Rightarrow Ben$る $\mathcal{P}$"$]_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}-$ フ oノフ $]\backslash$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ナの 「 $\mathcal{P}'\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\prime-フ^{}\circの\mathscr{X}$」 の $f\Re\acute{(}\doteqdot(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} t\lambda,$
$1+ \frac{1}{2}+\cdots+\frac{1}{N}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こな $\xi$ こと $\not\in_{)}$  $\mathfrak{s}n$て $\mathfrak{h}\backslash$ます (あ $b$だくじ $kfR$つて $\mathfrak{h}\backslash$る ${\overline{\iota}arrow R$で Cfな $\mathfrak{h}t$のです $l$ $*\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\# 9\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} こ$ es
[4] で EiEHJIiさ $n$て V ) $g$す) $\circ$
$\not\in f\Sigma$の $\equiv$iEのeeとな 6のCf, ,p(の{-t $\mathscr{X}\Psi$]な $7\mathfrak{F}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$です $\circ$
$\Phi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{1}y_{\backslash }Iff\backslash ffl\mathfrak{S}_{N}(N\geq 3)$ の $\neq$, $\backslash t^{\prime_{I}}x^{\iota}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$のうち，$\overline{\pi}の ($
な $<$a $\mathfrak{F}_{\backslash }^{\pm f_{\uparrow\S\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}'}$の $t_{\varpi ロ t}^{B\infty}$こ $\beta ff\#_{3}$ , その $\overline{\pi}$の $($pa $\Re\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} N\cdot(N-2)!$ で$($ AX $\xi$ ft 6(( Axx $n$ aeす $\circ$
$7\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$の $\equiv$iEB $y_{\backslash }1ff\backslash \Phi \mathfrak{S}_{N}(N\geq 3)$ の $\pi$-a $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こ $y_{\backslash }J$ して，$C(a)=\{g\in \mathfrak{S}_{N}|9^{a=a}9\}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こよ $\ell 2$ その
$\lceil P^{\backslash }J\llcorner\rangle lb\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$すとき，$a$ $ks\otimes_{ノ\backslash }^{\neq\pm}(R\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} K$ の $\pi$- の{pa $\mathscr{X}$tf $|\mathfrak{S}_{N}|/|C(a)|$ て $\Leftrightarrow$え 6 $n$ Etiす $([3])_{0}$
$('iE つて，lf^{\simeq L}, の a\in \mathfrak{S}_{n}に y_{\backslash }J して，|C(a)|\geq N-1k_{n}^{-}\overline{=}$ ft $lf_{c}^{\backslash }k\mathfrak{U})\circ$
$-\Uparrow g\iota こ$
，
$k_{1},$ $k_{r}\geq 2$ な $Stfk_{1}\cdots k_{r}\geq k_{1}+\cdots+k_{r}$ (ただし，$\Leftrightarrow_{\Leftrightarrow^{J}l\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}^{\subset}r=1$ , また $\iota g,$
$r=2,$ $k_{1}=k_{2}=2$ のとき $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こ $\beta ff^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}2$ Ekす) Vこ $\grave{\dagger}f^{\simeq L}g$ し Eftす $\circ$ $\frac{arrow}{arrowarrow}ffi$Blf $rt$こつ $\mathfrak{h}\backslash$ての $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ffi\grave{y}\exists 3^{j}\mathfrak{F}ffl4^{t}$
$g$す $\circ$
さて， $a\in \mathfrak{S}_{N}k_{\backslash )}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} X\not\equiv ka$ な $4^{t^{\backslash }})\underline{\langle\langle\langle}f_{R}^{E}$のPEで！，i!き EE し 3: う : $a=a_{1}\cdots a_{r}$ (ここで，
$a_{i}$ es $k_{i^{\backslash }}\llcorner\langle\langle く f_{R}^{g}$で，$k_{1}\geq k_{2}\geq\cdots\geq k_{r}\geq 1)_{0}$
$k_{r}\geq 2$ とす 6とき， $C(a)lfa_{1}$ , . . . , $a_{r}$ で $f\Re$さ $na(\underline{|\prime}\mathscr{X}k_{1}\cdots k_{r}$ の $7-\grave{へ}\triangleright\Phi の_{}\llcornerB\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$k_{\Xi}^{\prime\propto}b$ ilkす $\circ$ $4_{i}$の $\dagger\grave{}$fde$\grave{}$ V $こ_{}(k^{p}3,$ $|C(a)|l31k_{1}+\cdots+k_{r}=NLX4_{i}$です $\circ$
$k_{r-1}\geq 2,$ $k_{r}=1$ としまし dr $\vee\tilde{2}\circ$ -h と $\Pi\overline{F1}\uparrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} t$こ， $C(a)l\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} a_{1},$ $a_{r-1}$ で $f$ )$\Re$さ $n57-$
$へ^{}\grave{\backslash }\iota_{J}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ , すな ち， $(\underline{|\infty\prime}\mathscr{X}f_{0^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}}k_{1}\cdots k_{r-1}の\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$な $\hat{}$B$\grave{}$b $g$すが， $\neq$の$\grave{}$ $=_{\underline{e^{a}}_{\backslash }}\prime\iota$こよ $\mathfrak{h}$ , その{il $\mathscr{X}lf$
$k_{1}+\cdots+k_{r-1}=N-1$ LALて$\grave{}$す $\circ$ $($この $t_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} ロ}^{B\Lambda}\grave{l}3:\Leftrightarrow\doteqdotl$こな $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} o$ う $\xi f_{\varpi\hat{ロ}}^{B}$です $\circ)$
$\mathfrak{k}\Xi B/(k\iota$こ， $k_{p}=\cdots=k_{r}=1(2\leq P\leq r-1)$ の $t\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{ロ}^{\angle\sim g\not\equiv}$えまし $X$ う $\circ$ このとき，$C(a)$ ef
$a_{1}$ , , $a_{p-1}t$こ 7$]\lceil\rfloor$えて，$\mathfrak{B}^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}o$ の $X^{i}\not\equiv fj\backslash 5$な 6 ftさ $r-p+1(\geq 2)$ の $\grave{J}^{\underline{\langle\langle\langle}f_{R}^{E9}}$で$f\Re$さ $n$る $g\llcorner\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$アー
$\grave{へ}1/E\not\in g_{i}<_{\exists}a$ます $\circ$ その $\{$f\{ $\mathscr{X}tf,$ $k_{1}\cdots k_{p-1}\cdot(r-p+1)\geq k_{1}+\cdots+k_{p-1}+(r-p+1)=N$
$L^{\backslash }A$ $\lrcorner$こ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こな $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 3$ aeす $\circ$
$\downarrow^{\backslash }\lambda 4_{i}fj)5,$ $/J\backslash \fbox{Error::0x0000}$なくと 6 $|C(a)|\geq N-1$ がね $t_{J^{\backslash \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}}3$ ilkす $\circ$
$\xi$ た， $|C(a)|=N-1h^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}\backslash \Re_{\underline{|\prime}}^{rightarrow}$ したとす 5と， $r-1=1,$ $k_{1}\geq 2,$ $k_{2}=1$ ilEf た $l31r-1=$
$2,$ $k_{1}=k_{2}=2,$ $k_{3}=1,$ $n-1=4$ の $\mathfrak{U}\backslash$ず $n$かが $/\Re_{\underline{1\prime}}^{rightarrow}$ します $\circ$ $arrow B^{1}J$きな 5 $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} f^{\backslash },$ $a\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 3:(n-1)-\grave{)}\underline{\langle\langle\{}P_{R}$
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とな $\mathfrak{h}$ ます． $\dagger'k\yen$な 6 $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k^{\backslash },$ $n=5l_{J^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}}\mathfrak{M}$ $\mathfrak{h}rightarrow${$\perp$ちます o このとき，$a=(12)(34)$ と，b$\grave{}\grave{}$つて di4 )で
し $d$; う $\circ$ し $h)$ し，この $f\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{ロ}^{\infty\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\lambda}|C(a)|=8$ なので， $\Leftrightarrow_{F}^{D}lf\mathfrak{N}z|$しません $(H\overline{\pi}\mathfrak{W}ffl6C(a)$
Vこ $<$a ま $n$ます $)$ $\circ$ $\square$
$\not\in\Phi 3$ の $\equiv$iEElA. $\vec{B^{1}J}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(2)$ で $\not\in$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ したフ- $\sqrt{}\grave{}$ タ
$\grave{}$ムウオー ク $i_{J^{t}}5^{\prime B}(\yen 5n$るあ $b$だくじk$\yen$え 6
と， $y_{\backslash }J$r$\llcorner\grave{}$する $n_{\backslash }$w$\grave{}$の $\pi$-, つき $\mathfrak{y}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} f},$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}[\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }\overline{Q}n\iota\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\prime 1/N!$ で (/$\yen$B5nて $t\backslash$ます $\circ$ その $t_{\varpi ロ}^{B\hat{-}},$
そのあ $b$だくじ $kt\Phi$つて ($\acute{}$ifH $\mathfrak{s}n$る $\mathcal{P}\triangleright-フ^{}\prime\circ\delta\# f\#f,$ $y_{\iota}J$rし$\grave{}$す $\S\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} g_{\llcorner\langle\{\langle f_{R}^{El}}^{\backslash }$のftで $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ したとき
の $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ し $BV$こ $\mathfrak{R}\backslash |^{\perp\wedge})\grave{し}\backslash$ します $\circ$ さ 6 $l$こ， $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\Re\epsilon_{\grave{J}}\underline{\langle\{\langle}g$のncで $g$したときの $\llcorner\grave{}$$\langle$く{PJiEの $\mathbb{H}\Re$ tf4,$\pm\grave{}$($\acute{}$g$*$x$\pi$で
あ $b$ ,  じ (\$\}$/IXの $\grave{\iota}^{\underline{\langle\langle\{}}f\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$の $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$で Xさ $n$る $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$の (E $\mathscr{X}$ef, その ,$\backslash$($\acute{}$94Xの{{/twVこ{$\mathscr{D}$す 6 $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$が $*\supset$
$h)0$ ます $\circ$
$t'iE$つて， $フ-\sqrt[\backslash ]{}$g$\grave{}$ムなあ $b$だくじ $h$ あ 6ひとつの $p^{\backslash }$) $\triangleright-$ フ oノ o$\backslash$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$Jk4える $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こSUr$\llcorner\backslash$す
る $\mathfrak{i}\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\prime\#g,$
$\frac{ある^{}\backslash )\underline{\langle\{\langle}f_{R}^{g}の\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} で\mathfrak{F}さ nる\mathfrak{S}_{N}の\overline{\pi}の\Phi \mathfrak{W}}{N!}=\frac{あ 5^{\backslash }\llcorner\langle\{\langle p_{R}の\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} て gさ n\S \mathfrak{S}_{N}の\overline{\pi}の_{}\backslash \dagger x\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} の (1^{\pm\pm^{\prime;\iota}}1\Re}{N!}$
Vこ{$\mathscr{X}$す 6 $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$が $bh^{\backslash }\mathfrak{d}R$す $\circ$
す 6と， $\downarrow$の $7\mathfrak{F}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{c}k^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}3,$ $y_{\backslash }1N$ $\mathfrak{S}_{N}(N\geq 3)$ の」，$\pm\grave{}$ (/RVaのうち， $\overline{\pi}$の $0\#$ $\mathscr{X}$が $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $\star$Vこな 6の
$l\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT},$ $\sigma=(12\ldots N-1)k_{B}^{<}$6g(
$\acute{}$
x[L $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$の $i\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{ロ^{}\veeV}^{\Delta}$こ $\beta E^{\ell}2$ , その $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} V$こ $y_{\backslash }i_{l}\Gamma\grave{し}\backslash$す $\epsilon_{)}\mathcal{P}^{\backslash }\triangleright-フ_{}7J^{o}/\backslash \iota\iota\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} f,$
$\{1, 2, \cdots, N-1\}$ と $\{N\}$ とな 66の $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$こな 6 $bV\}$てす $\circ$ またその dr うな $\mathcal{P}\triangleright-$ フ$\circ$ノ 7J$\backslash$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$J $\iota$こな
$2_{)} t\not\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\prime lf\frac{N\cdot(N-2)!}{N!}=\frac{1}{N-1}$ とな $\uparrow 2R$す $\circ$ $\square$
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